Vehicle Tracking At Its Best
Choose From Two Models:
— The Feature-Rich GPS-D1
— The Full-Featured GPS-D4
The GPS-D4550+ Tracking and Noti.cation System Delivers . . .
. Internet-based GPS tracking using the GSM digital cellular network
. Installation includes 3 years of unlimited service (auto tracking not included)
. Live call center for installation testing and system activation
. Geo-fence alert.boundaries from 1/8 to 300 miles
. Speed alerts in selectable 5 mph increments from 45 to 95
. Optional: Auto tracking at time intervals from 5 minutes to 24 hours
. Sophisticated multiple vehicle capabilities from one login
. North American mapping with aerial satellite and .Bird.s Eye. view in major cities
. Optional: Personal Assistant. live 24/7 call center
. Optional: PTheft Recovery Assistant. to coordinate vehicle recovery efforts
. History logs of location, commands, and alerts
. Vehicle alarm system alerts
. Low vehicle battery alert
. Starter interrupt to disable the starter if the vehicle is stolen
. The ability to unlock or lock the vehicle.s doors
. The ability to control remote start or other vehicle accessories

Vehicle Tracking At Its Best
www.OmegaGPS.com
800–554–4053

Omega GPS

configure your system, demonstrate its features, and explain pricing options, including
multi-year discounts and optional enhanced services.

Omega GPS is an Internet-based
GPS tracking system that maps the
current location, speed and direction
of your vehicle, anywhere, nationwide.

Enhanced Service Options . . .

A New Level Of Vehicle Security And Family Safety

It uses the powerful Microsoft Virtual Earth™
mapping interface, giving you up to three
unique views of the vehicle’s location:
— Traditional Street Map
— Aerial Satellite
— In Major Cities – “Bird’s Eye”
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Theft Recovery Assistants—These specially-trained assistants help coordinate
tracking and recovery efforts with law enforcement officers if your vehicle is stolen.

Omega GPS For Family Protection . . .
When a loved one is late or unaccounted
for, you can find the exact location of
the vehicle to verify their safety.

Alerts . . .
Omega GPS Alerts You By E-mail Or Text Message If . . .
—
—
—
—

Live 24/7 Personal Assistant—Operators are always available by phone when
you can’t access the Internet. The Personal Assistant can track your vehicle, send vehicle
control commands and contact you with warning notifications.

Your vehicle’s alarm system is activated
The vehicle exceeds a pre-selected speed
The vehicle moves beyond a pre-selected distance—Geo-Fence
The vehicle’s battery is low

If you subscribe to our enhanced Personal Assistant service, all alerts
will also be delivered by a live phone operator 24/7.

Powerful Features . . .
Geo-Fence—alerts you if the vehicle moves beyond a pre-set security perimeter.
This security feature adds a critical layer of protection if a thief overrides the alarm
system and drives or tows away your vehicle. The geo-fence can be set from a
1/8 to 300 mile radius, and can automatically activate at specific times every day.
Auto Tracking—When your vehicle has been stolen, or when you need detailed
tracking information, this feature automatically records the vehicle’s location at
pre-selcted intervals from five minutes to 24 hours.

High-Tech With A Personal Touch . . .
Live Support Specialists, and enhanced,
optional services like Personal Assistant
and Theft Recovery Specialists make
using your system stress free.
To activate the system, simply
call our live phone support
specialists. They will help

Speed Trap—alerts you if your
vehicle exceeds a pre-selected
speed, to warn of dangerous driving.
You can select any 5 mph increment
from 45 to 95 mph.
Geo-Fence—can be used to
monitor and control the travel
restrictions of young drivers.
Low Battery Alert—If the vehicle’s battery is low, Omega GPS alerts you to prevent
being stranded with a dead battery.

You Only Pay For What You Need . . .
The installation price includes one year of service and 24 uses. When you need
additional uses and enhanced assistant support, simply order on-line. Multi-year
discounts make Omega GPS an affordable security investment.

Easy To Configure And Operate . . .
Omega GPS is always accessible from any Internet-connected computer.
There is no software to install, maintain,
or upgrade. The user-friendly interface
is easy to operate, but offers sophisticated
features, including control of multiple vehicles
from one login. Detailed history logs track all locations,
commands and alerts.

